Mazda cx-7 2010

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. We will buy your car even if you don't
buy ours. Our goal is to provide you an extraordinary experience. Call to schedule appointment.
Comes equipped with: Air Conditioning, MP3. Audio Input. Best of all the price you see is the
price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Thank you for visiting another one of AutoNation Ford Bradenton's exclusive listings! At
AutoNation Ford Bradenton, no matter what vehicle you are looking for, we can find it for you.
Don't hesitate to contact AutoNation Ford Bradenton. This Mazda CX-7 won't last long.
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Auto Provider also has many
financing options to choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us about your auto
financing needs and we will provide you with your solutions. Price is a cash price or with
approved credit. Price is subject to change without notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM Recent
Arrival! In order to deliver you the most competitive pricing on our pre-owned vehicles, we poll
over 20, pre-owned websites every hour. This ensures that every one of our valued customers
receives real-time Value Pricing on every pre-owned vehicle we sell. At Grieco Mazda of Delray
Beach, we do not believe in artificially inflating our pre-owned vehicle prices. All prices reflect
cash or trade and finance with dealer. Plus, tax, tag, dealer fee. Odometer is miles below market
average! Find out for yourself why customers love the Thomas Difference! Castrucci Chevrolet
has a wide selection of exceptional pre-owned vehicles to choose from, including this Mazda CX
Treat yourself to an SUV that surrounds you with all the comfort and conveniences of a luxury
sedan. The incredibly low mileage and painstaking upkeep on this Mazda CX-7 makes it a
once-in-a-lifetime deal that won't last long! Call us today to reserve your test drive! A truly
breathtaking example of pure vehicle design achievement With the new choice of two engines
and several trims, the Mazda CX-7 keeps the Mazda tradition of performance and practicality
alive and running. Mileage on the base i SV is estimated at 20 mpg city and 28 mpg highway.
Check whether a vehicle is subject to open recalls for safety issues at safercar. It comes
equipped with alloy wheels, automatic transmission, power windows, and power locks. This is a
locally serviced non-smoker trade-in and the price has just been reduced! There may also be
factory warranty remaining and most vehicles are eligible for extended service contracts. Ask
for more details when you stop in or over the phone when you call to schedule your
appointment. We have a full service department with certified technicians, five lifts and 10
service bays. All of our vehicles receive several hours of reconditioning to make sure they are
ready for the next owner, you! We are a hassle-free pricing store and spend tens of hours each
week to make sure you are receiving the best value in the entire Midwest. Being a local
business for 36 years has allowed us to obtain some of the best auto lenders in the country. We
have lenders with interest rates as low as 2. We have great relationships with smaller credit
unions and large national banks, with everything in between. Ask about our financing options
today! Powered by a 2. Interior of our I Sport includes plenty of features you desire. You'll be
impressed by the safety equipment inside this sporty Mazda. Brake assist, optimized crumple
zones, electronic brake-force distribution, rollover protection bars, and a fleet of airbags are all
in place to keep you out of harms way. Print this page and call us Now Step into the Mazda
Mazda CX-7! It delivers an exhilarating ride without compromising safety and comfort! The
engine breathes better thanks to a turbocharger, improving both performance and economy. All
of the premium features expected of a Mazda are offered, including: a tachometer, a blind spot
monitoring system, and the power moon roof opens up the cabin to the natural environment.
Smooth gearshifts are achieved thanks to the 2. You will have a pleasant shopping experience
that is fun, informative, and never high pressured. Please don't hesitate to give us a call.
CarMax Ft. See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get
pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. Some fees
are location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store.
Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is
updated every 24 hours. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery
available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic Engine Type
Gas Cylinders 4 cylinders Interior Color Black Light Brown. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Check
Availability. New Listing. Price Drop. Close CarMax Ft. Showing 1 - 18 out of 89 listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. I bought one that has 80, sounds great right. Nope 6 months after having it
turbo charger went out. Cost a pretty penny. Then because i drove on it to far the whole engine
needed replaced. After 3 months in the shop i finally got my car back. Now when i drive the
wheel alignment? And makes werid jurk pulls while accelerating. I love this car but the

problems that it comes with is disappointing. Wish you any luck with this car. Read more. Read
less. Sign Up. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at View all Mazda Vehicles. Stylish and sporty, the
CX-7 has coupe-like styling and agile handling. Most versions have a trouble-prone
turbocharged, four-cylinder engine; a non-turbocharged version was later available. The ride is
fairly stiff and road noise is pronounced. We found the turbo CX-7 delivered ample midrange
power, but there was a frustrating and disconcerting initial lag at low revs. Fuel economy
averaged a mediocre 18 mpg in our tests. The interior well put together but some materials feel
cheap. The firm front seats are generally supportive. The rear seat is not very roomy and is too
low. The optional backup camera is an asset, but the navigation system compromises the radio
controls. These vehicles prove that family-friendly models don't have to be raucous playscapes.
These exceptional models meet our very highest standards for performance, safety, reliability,
and more. The Quietest Compact Cars. CR's experts identify the cars that are best at keeping
the noise outside. Latest Mazda Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another
Vehicle. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. The Mazda CX-7's turbocharged four-cylinder engine has a disconcerting delay at
low revs but delivers good midrange power. Responsive steering and taut body control make it
feel sporty, but the ride and road noise are turnoffs. In most cases, automotive warranties are
based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of
ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. Reactivate now to get
the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. Used Mazda CX-7 Change Vehicle. There are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance
Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat
pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph
from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance
is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.

Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. Side
and head protection air bags standard. Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among
versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions
Available. Engines Available. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another
Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer
have digital access to ratings and reviews. The most notable change to the lineup is addition of
Mazda's new 2. The CX-7 continues to be a visually attractive crossover SUV contender with a
sports-car like attitude. The CX7's front and rear fascias receive slight updates to better match
the raked windshield and sleek profile, while interior comfort gets higher grade trim, a
redesigned steering wheel, and available 4. For its class, the CX-7 displays a relatively athletic
demeanor when driven briskly on either curvy or straight roads. It's no canyon carver, but it
does stay relatively flat and steady when needed, thanks in part to its revised dampers with
larger oil-flow openings. In addition to the front-wheel drive version, buyers can opt for an s
Touring or s Grand Touring edition with all-wheel drive should regular soft-roading be expected.
For the Mazda CX-7 gets a refreshed exterior and interior, as well as a responsive 2. The use of
thicker materials, reinforcements, and weld bonds provides a five percent increase in the CX-7's
torsional rigidity. Interior comfort and quietness is enhanced via higher density insulation
throughout the engine compartment and cabin. A bold five point Mazda-family grille now joins
the exterior design, as does a reworked rear end. CX-7 Grand Touring models get new front
foglight bezels, while restyled and inch alloys spice up each of the SUV's corners. New
appointments include redesigned cloth and steering wheel, Multi-Information Display with audio
indicators, and larger double roof instrument panel. A four-speaker stereo system, air
conditioning, and power windows come standard as well. The Mazda CX-7's available engines
are powerful and responsive, though not as fuel efficient as others in the class. Regular
soft-roaders or towers should consider the all-wheel drive option and 2. Driver and passenger
front and side airbags come standard on the CX-7, as do front side curtains. A fold away
collapsible brake pedal assembly and side impact beams are included as well. Watch Originals.
Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on
many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation.
See All Specs. Mazda CX-7 Expert Review motortrendauthor. Great styling Nicely designed
interior Taut, yet comfortable ride quality. Average fuel economy No back up camera. A
successfully refined, stylish crosssover. All Model Years A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
the owners manual
tacoma radio wiring diagram
box mod wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with

us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

